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Tom’s Weekly Newsletter December 02, 2020 

As you assess this past year, start thinking about what systems you found 

more favorable to you.  What systems fit your life more so than others. 

Are you able to pay attention to and trade the intra-day / day patterns?  Do 

the weeklies allow you to be a little less active than day trading, but still 

provide enough activity to keep you engaged?  Are you more the let the trade 

have some time and work over 20-30 days there for you aren’t having to 

constantly worry about your trades as much, but still manage them with less 

stress? 

Know that our online software (aka Tom’s Tools) has scans and capabilities to 

find technical patterns on securities poised to make directional moves in 

either of the three decisions we want. 

We then have the analysis capabilities to research and find acceptable risk 

option trades based on your assessment of what the security will do. 

 

One thing we get from our subscribers at all levels is the question of ‘Do you 

have a video on…’ or ‘Is there a video that goes over…’ 

The best video to watch that will help you find the video on the topic you want 

is the ‘Key Word Search in this page’ video as it will teach you how to use 

either Google Chrome, Firefox or even Internet Explorer’s ‘Find’ function and 

quickly highlight the videos (if we have one) for the topic you wish. 

 

Tom Gentile 

C1P Chief 1-Percenter 
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Four Corners of the Market 
 
SPY 
 

 
 
False bar/candle breakouts are when a security makes a closing high one day 
and then falls back under the breakout price the next day after that. 
 
That usually means the breakout did not hold and it will take more work for 
that security to continue the upside momentum. 
 
Today’s price action in the SPY is such that it closed above the pivot high a 
second day in a row. 
 
It does not guarantee momentum will continue higher, but two consecutive 
closing highs gives more confidence the upward climb can continue. 
 
The ascending support line is pretty steep, and SPY could close under it pretty 
quickly, so I remind you to continue to monitor Tom’s Auto Fibs for possible 
Fib support zones. 
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TLT 
 

 
 
Downward price action in bonds tends to result in upward price action in 
equities. 
 
This is currently playing out and can be seen by looking at the charts of the 
SPY and TLT. 
 
The Darknet ‘S’ Stop/Stall signal just so happened to coincide with the 
descending resistance channel. 
 
To see TLT sliding back post that situation isn’t that much of a surprise.  I have 
drawn in two potential support areas in the chart image above. 
 
First possible support would be at 155 and should it find support their it 
would constitute a double bottom. 
 
If it doesn’t stop there TLT could find itself testing the descending support of 
the channel shown above. 
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UUP 
 

 
 
There is no denying UUP broke horizontal support. 
 
The question becomes where might its next or continued move lower end up. 
 
Remember, I don’t trade options on UUP specifically, but I do gauge what it 
may do in terms of finding support or resistance as that then gives me and 
indication what may transpire for equities. 
 
Since UUP and SPY or DIA trade inversely to each other quite often, where 
UUP may find support and stall may mean a resistance point for equities. 
 
I am taking the peak on UUP in September to horizontal support and 
extrapolating a price move further lower for UUP, anticipating a mirrored 
move of the same distance lower. 
 
That gives me indication UUP could stall and find support at 24.20 (no 
guarantees, though). 
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USO 
 

 
 
USO broke above its 4- month high on a closing basis 5-trading days ago. 
 
It has held above or at that 4-month high price area since, with today’s intra 
day high flirting with a new closing high over this range. 
 
It sold off to the midway point of its day’s trading range today and still closed 
higher from its open. 
 
The price pattern is shaping up to be USO testing old resistance as new 
support. 
 
I showed the Tom’s Auto Fibs image last week and I would encourage you to 
use these should this breakout fail to gauge where a potential future support 
area might be. 
 
If this price area holds as a support we could see USO take out this new recent 
high, bucking its typical, seasonally bearish pattern. 
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GLD 
 

 
 
GLD had a Darknet ‘B’ Bullish signal two trading days ago and today was a 
bullish follow-through day. 
 
I wouldn’t say the slide is over and GLD will march back to previous highs – 
there is much work to do to accomplish that. 
 
From an options trader’s perspective let’s focus on the real short-term 
possibilities. 
 
GLD has that overhead resistance price, which is previous/old support at 175. 
 
GLD now has a pivot low price at say 166. 
 
I am not advocating a bullish option trade to 175, but if one considers that 
consider the recent pivot ow as a technical stop. 
 
From an investor standpoint I am still long-term bullish on GLD as an asset. 
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Tools and Observations 
 
Let’s talk about lifestyle and finding the option strategy or Rules Based System 
that may fit your life.  Let’s help you more define what trading style you wish 
to pursue. 
 
Let me then inform you of the scans / tools that may suit you well in finding 
the security/securities that fit that that rules based approach. 
 
For those of you who have this figured out, congratulations. 
 
I would love to hear from you in the Trader’s Forum what trading style, rules 
based system you trade and your schedule of how you execute that so others 
in our ‘Tom’s Trading Room’ community can benefit from your experience 
and help them further hone in on what they want to do or need to change to, 
based on those experiences you share – thank you! 
 
Not everyone will have access to these scans.  What scans are available to you 
are dependent on the level of subscription you’ve taken on. 
 
If you find a scan or more that interested you and you find you don’t have the 
access to it/them email in to our support which is support@tomgentile.com 
and inquire about what level it takes and the cost to get access. 
 
Day or Intra Day time frame options trading: 
This would be our Money Clock 
 
Weekly options trading: 
This would be our Money Weekly 
 
Intermediate-term options trading (20-30 day expectancy for a security’s 
move): 
This would be our Darknet and Money Calendar 
 
Longer-term options trading: 
This would be our Crossover 
 
There are more scans than those mentioned, but those are the primary ones 
for executing options trading over the time frames shown. 

mailto:support@tomgentile.com
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There are times where a 20-30 expectancy options trade say, from Darknet 
becomes a weekly trade or even a day trade, because the security popped or 
dropped so well so fast that your profit target gets hit sooner than expected. 
 
That’s always nice when it happens, but don’t let that change your perspective 
of the time you expect for the security to move.  Keep the same time 
perspective on the system you wish and when a gift of a move happens like 
that – be grateful but stick with the reasonable set of expectations of time for 
that approach. 
 
The option strategy one can consider is that of a long call or long put.  The 
concern is that the security HAS to move the direction needed for the type of 
long option in order to be profitable. 
 
These can be done on all time frames from intra-day to 30-days or longer. 
 
Straddles are generally either 1 to 2-day trades to maybe a week prior to the 
actual earnings and we have straddle scans in the  
 
Calendar Spreads can be utilized on a stock that you believe will trade 
sideways or slightly higher.  They can be used as weekly time frame trades, 
but typically they are used as a 30-45 strategy and therefor a Darknet or 
Money Calendar tool would be the one to favor. 
 
Spreads like Bull/Bear Call and Puts can be used for weekly, but we usually 
use these about a month out and Darknet and Money Calendar is typically 
used to find candidates for this / these option strategies. 
 
If you subscribe at the Contrarian Level you get access to Darknet. 
 
If you subscribe to the Complete Trader level you also get Money Calendar. 
 
The entry level Option Trader gets you the options analysis capabilities and 
some base scans.  There are more advanced scans and tools for those that 
pursue our Mastery Courses if and when they are offered. 
 
One can find the base scans by doing the following sequence after logging in. 
 
Home > Search Tools 
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This page populates and you have the base scans you can use. 
 

 
 
Each page has a Help button to go to and study the written rules and 
education on how to use each scan.  Then one can also look up videos in our 
TTR library (Help > Videos). 
 
Tom Gentile 
C1P (Chief 1-percenter) 
 
 
Disclaimers 
 
Stock and options trading has large potential rewards, but also large potential risk. 
 
You must be aware of the risks and be willing to accept them in order to invest in the stock 
and options market.  Do not trade with money you cannot afford to lose. 
 
This is neither an offer to buy/sell/ or recommend a particular stock or option. 
 
Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations.  Unlike an 
actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. 
 
Also, since the trades have not been actually executed, the results may have under or 
overcompensated for the impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity.  
Simulated trading programs in general are also subject to the fact that they are designed 
with hindsight. 
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No representation is being made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or 
losses similar to those shown. 
Disclaimer of Warranties and Liabilities Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC including 
employees, consultants, and editors ("Publisher") cannot and do not warrant the 
completeness or accuracy of the content found in our areas, or its usefulness for any 
particular purpose. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC also make no promises that our content or the 
service itself will be delivered to you uninterrupted, timely, secure, or error-free.  Under no 
circumstances will Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC be liable for direct, indirect, 
incidental, or any other type of damages resulting from your use or downloading of any 
content on our site. 
 
This includes, but is in no way limited to, loss or injury caused in whole or in part by our 
negligence or by anything beyond our control in creating or delivering any portion of Tom 
Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
You are agreeing that you bear responsibility for your own investment research and 
investment decisions.  You also agree that Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC will 
not be liable for any investment decision made or action taken by you or others based upon 
reliance on news, information, or any other material published by Tom Gentile and 
TomsTradingRoom, LLC. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC relies on various sources of information that we 
believe to be accurate and reliable. However, we make no claims or representations as to 
the accuracy, completeness, or truth of any material contained on our site. 
 
Tom Gentile and TomsTradingRoom, LLC are educational portals, providing content for 
educational and informational purposes only.  Neither Tom Gentile nor TomsTradingRoom, 
LLC are a broker/dealer. 
 
Investors need a broker to trade stocks and options and must meet certain requirements.  
All securities, futures, and investments data and ideas are offered to self-directed investors.  
All prices in USD unless noted otherwise. 
 
A full disclaimer can be found here:  http://www.tomgentile.com/legal_disclaimers.html 


